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Lowincome, working class children ki the United Statessre mucn mbre

Tikely -tli-an middle class children to fail to achieve adequate levels of

literacy, as defined by gradelevel norms. Furthermore, the differences

between middle and working class chi,ldren increase as the children ccOmue

through school/ becoming especiallY serious at grade 4 and above when the

abilTty to read complex material in Order to acquire new information becomes

iirucial to school success (NAEP, 1981)4 A task of major importanCe to

researchers and educators is to explain why working class children experlence

such ri-sk,Of.failure at literacy developpent.

To many, . the fact that there are social class differences' in literacy

achievement suggests that the cause is to be found in the home or , in some

aspect of the re'lationship be,tween home and school. One claim that has beeh

made goncernin'g the source of working class children's difficulty with literacy

achievement is the, "ALscontinulty between -homi and school" (See, for example,

.Heath, 1982a, 1982b, in press; A and Jordan, 1981; and Philips, 1972, 1983)".

..1In this chapter after reviewino literature relevant to the "discontinuity

hypothesis", we will Oresenttdata from our study of 31 lowincome families of

mixed ethnicity living insan urban setting in the northeastern United States in

order to se,e whether the proposed explanation holds for our populatron.

Hmma-AEhla niscaniinujig

Ethnographic studies of the uses of literacy in lowincome homes demon

strate that lowincome and minority children experience a tremendous discontin

uity between home and school 41i a) the functions of literacy, b) the functions

of language, And c) the nature of typical teaching/learning experiences, and

suggest furthermore that these discontinuities may explain the children's

failure at school.



#unr+inns al,Iii.oracy A number of ethnographers have pointed out that

the uses_t6_which literacy_ is_put vary.widely in,djfferent_c.cmmunities.

ley Brice, Heath (in press) studied three Southeastern communities: Roadville, a

poor rural whrte OMMunity; Trickton, a poor rural black community, and Main--

town: a middle class white community. Varenne, HamidBuglione, McDermott and

Morrison (1082) ,Condimted an ethnographic study of 32 families of low

socjoeconomic status _lin a borough of New York. Scollon and_ Scollon (1981)

coMpared the acquisition of litera.:y b/ Athabaskan children to the acquisition

of literacy by their daughter.

In the lower class coMmunities studied ky both Heath and by Varenne el

al., children experienced general and-specific discontinuities. Overall, for

.
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these children, the print used at home had an immediate function. Things were

rarely written for their own sake; print was utilized for specific .extrinsic

purposes. Most of the contexts for reading for these children were tied to the

immediate tasks of everyday life; )n Heath's distinction, they, did not learn

0

to read as much as they read to learn (1980).

Varenne al 11. (1982) and Reath (1980) independently identified specific

funetions of literacy. Activities which call for literacy included 1) house

hold.activities such as directions for operating gadgets, recipes, etc.; 2)

keeping up a sociaLnetworkl, such .. as exchanging letters, notes, and,9reeting

cards; 3) communications for' social institutions, such as notices from school,

tax returns, insurance policies; 4) marketplace shopping, which inCluded rea

ding and comparinglabels and prices, ingredients, etc. (Varenne gi al., 1982).

Reading is crucial to all of these activities, and writing to some. All these

exercises of literacy, however, constituteo a Means to an end; they were not

partiCulaety valued in and of themselves. thus, children from these communi

ties were unfamiliar with the need to focus on reading.and wilting as ends in

'and of themselves, as school tasks.' require them to do.

2
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Communicative rules around reading 4nd writing differ as well. The rean

ing of 4 letter in Trackton, for instance, oecamea collaborative ei4ort,

involving decoding unclear words, gathering information and spontaneous story

telling inspired by the material in the letter. Given this, one could predict

that the.structure of traditional reading groups, with their emphasis on turn

taking and on reading.exactly what is printed with no embellishments, wouid be

a puzzling and remote lask to Trackton children.

The Scollons (19,8l) have illustrated that the rules for the.u'se of litera

cy in Fort Chippewan, loliberta differ radically from -those of traditional

schools, due to the close connec itinn between literacy and religion n rort

Chippewan. Children were taught to respect the text, . not to rep.roduce it'in

writing, to learn through repetition and chanting, and to see reaang as the

task of an adult rather than a child. One could predict that children raised'

inthis tradi-tionwouln be 'reluctant to wile,- WOUTtrbe Ouiilid by demands on

the part nf thr adult that they-read, and might be- uncoMfortable with ques

tions, discusitions, and interOetations of the text.

Furt;-+imns ni lAriougo. Researchers have found discontinuities not only in

the functions of literacy but also in the functions of language. Heath

(198215), for example, found that Roadville and Maintown.children wer,e very

fluent in responding to a questiohiTig strategy which could be labeled

"didactic", informationoriented 'questions ,such as those that' parents and

teachers often ask their children either in order to teach them new concepts or

to check their understanding of old ones. Thusl Roadville children and

children from Maintown were familiar with Jabeling quetions ("What color is

thit?") and questions which asked, them to repeat something ("And what din tne 4

little goose say?"). They were used to answering question's to which the askrr

already knew the answer. Didactic questioning is one of the primary

s,
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questioning strategies of teachers in both traditidnal and open classrddms

<Edwards and Furlong, 1978),
40

To the Trackton children, howeveri -these questions seemed strange and

silly. ,"Ain't nobody can talk about things being theirselves,4_ stated one

frustrated third grader (Heath, 1982a: 105). Instead, Trackton children were

fluent in answerin'g questions which called less for factual information and

more for metaphorical or descriptive, information. Comparison questions

("What'S that like?"), almost never seen, in whi-te families, were frequent among

the black famOies. Cluestions.were used in Trackton as stdrystarters ("What

happened to James' car?") and as int5itations to defenci_oneself ("What's that

dn your facer) but in school., questions were never used to serve these pur

poses. Heath (in press), jordan (1981), Michaels (this volume) and the Scol
..

_ .

Ions (1981) have all identified differences in narrative structures learned at

home and those expected in school. Michaels, for instance, has described the

way in which children who used a topicchaining rather-than a topio ccentered

style during sharing time were negatively evaluated by their teacher. Heath

<in press) found that essays of the fifth grade Trackton children were full f

drama, dialogue, and emotion, but were low on factualvinformation that helped

to set the stage for thg reader by alerting him or.her to a change of scene or

chronology. The Rdadvill'e fifth graders, on the other hand, were skilled at

creating literate riarratives with a beginning, middle and end, but stopped at a

factual account and added little of the drama or dialogue found in Trackton

stories. Thus, Trackton children were at risk of being evaluated as having

little of the most elementary decontextualizing skills; Roadville children were

at risk of being evaluated as unimaginative.

.102rnit19 4+y1!4- The research of Philips-09724 1983) and Jordan. (1981)

illustrates that discontinuities between the school and the home in the area of

learning styles may greatly inhibit children's literacy achievement. Jordan

ww
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and Phillips have )ndicated ttiat 1:4arm Springs Indfan children and native Ha

waiian children are accustomed to learning most culturally valued competencies

among peer groups, not in a one7onone situation with adults.

The Hawaiian children are accustomed to being responsible for .their own

and others' learniiig; thus-there is-much "peer tutoring" in their everYdaY

learning. They are typically responsible for,tasks'which contribute in impor'

tint ways to the smooth running of their households, taking the role o4 teacher

as well as'learn1r with.their peers (Jordan, 1'981,).

The native American childr'en are socialized tO learn tasks on their own

(Philips, 19720 1983)-. They are rarely verbally instruc.ted byparents;- instead,

parents may demonstrate the task, whereupon the Child will Oractice privately

and not make her new accomplisnment public until she is fairly certain she can
4

perform Competently. It is-clear how these children may be inhibited by the'

conventions of classnoom-learning. Publit practice, performing publlcly before

competence is achieved and verbal instruction all violate the norms to which

these children have been socialized.-

Lft+opuonfinq ±/1 podnro Thus we see that #unctions of Liter-.

acy, functions of language, and learning styles are three areas in which home

school discontinuities can put a child at risk for -acquiring literacy skills.

The suggestion that homeschool discontinuities are responsible for low litera

cy achievement is supported by the success of various changes implemented in

the classrooms. Most of the changes_are in the direction of adapting the

_
strutture and/or curriculum o-f the c sroom to be more congruent with the

home.

For example, using the native Hawp ian collaborative "talk story" narra

tive form as a basis for reading ins ruction has improved the Hawaiian chil

dren's success at learning how to read (Au and Jordan, 1981). Furthermore,



simplY informing teachers that their didactic questions may be unfamiliar to.,

soMe children and suggesting that they also use some of the more open-ended

question forms familiar to black children can improve the chifdre'n's function-

ing in the classroom (Heath, 1982a). The most effective and, global interven-

tion involves providing a teacher who is a member of the children's'own culture

and who thus linderstands, appreCiates, and resPonds appropriately to the chil-

dren's,language use, narrative 'style, and literacy practices (Erickson, 1977).

Another orm of imtervention focuses on the home as the site for change.

Such early enr)ochment programs as the perent-traiwing project of Levenstein (in

press) work to reduce home-school discontinuities by trainingfrents in some

of the-techniques that teachers typically use--didactic questions, demands for

.display of knowledge, demands for lexical specificityl, etc. Such programs are

especially effective in improving children's school success during the primary,

gredeS 1Lazar and. Darlington( 1982).

All of the above suggests that when teachers understand more 'about the

home environment and when parents' behavior ii more similar to behatflor encoun-

tered -in the school environment, teachers can make children's home-skills

relevant to school success. If they can do this, as well as teach schodl

tkills as additions and riot replacements for home skills, the childritn's probar

bifity of beComing literate increasei significantly. AS is evident, most of

the descriptive focus o4 the ethnographic research is On what families do in

their natur'al context, apart rom scl'1"ool, to facilitate learning and literacy.

The prescriptive focus is on.how teacherl... an modify their own behavior and the

classroom contexts they create to resembleese home Contexts.

Limifafinns DA,111A 4.1,,qcnni-jnnify p1nthr. These convincing descrip-

..,

tions of discontinuity between home and school present data on groups which

show ves'y different cultural patterns from "mainstreaM" North Americans.

Native Hawaaians, North American Indians, ind rural blacks participate in truly

6
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different cultures from middle class North Americans, and it is not sui'prising

that classrooms staffed by whitel-middle olass teachers 1r:schools or.ganized by

white, middle class administrators would constitute very unfamiliar environ-
.

. ments f,or such children.

It is tempting to extend the discontinuity hypothesis to explaih the poor

achievement of working class', low7income chjldren in general, on the assumption
. ;

that class'is the primary source of the discontinuity between hdge and school.

lAle would argue, however, that such an extension, is Unjustified--we meedto look

A 4 .

carefully at various, groups of low-income children to determine whether their

home experiehces are:indeed_dtscontinuous vilth the+r schooling. CanverseTy, it

would also be useful to coMpare the home and, school experience of middle class

children. Surely, onmany-points these children also are reVed to make a.

considerable adjustment to school practices (e.g:, conformiho to rules for

turn-taking and fOr not talking at will-, respecting. adult authority, sharing

toys and other desired objects); yet their literacy development is not

impaired.

AnalYsis of the data we coTlected from 31 low-income faMilies living in an

urban setti'ng suggests that the parent-child interaction over a homework-like

task is very similar to dyadic interaction,between a teacher and a ohild in

school and the impliciA theories of teaching and learning held by parents nd

by teachers are very much the same. We will present the data supporting these

conclusions'belows after describing the sample and data collection procedures
_

in greater detail.

P2rtiripAnts ansJ Prnrpriurp

The participants in this study were 32 children from 31 families, selected

from one Urban school system to meet the following criteria: 1) The children

7 9
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were ih grade's 2,- 4: or 6 at',.the slart of the study; 2) They could be classed

as somewhat below or somewhat aboveaveragepeadersr_ ._as measured by scores an

standardiT.ed ttsts.in reading. (Classification was based on school records and,

. ...

teacher recommendation, supplemented by individUally adminiSltred read:ing

tests.) 3) They,were eligible for the-freelunch z.ogram at school, based on.
. ..-

.

the family's per capita income.

Approximately half the children were male and half femate. The 31 fami

lies included 6 American black families, 5 btack famities of Caribbean origih,

3 Hispanic families, 3 IrishAmerican families, 2 PortugueseAmerigan_familles,

and II white families of rethole Or ffiixed-elhnicity. Parenls' education ranged

from °third grade to graduate school. Over onethird'of the mothers did not

graduate fr'om high school. Qf these eleven, four women.had attended grade .

school only. Another third of the mothers had graduated from high school. The
0

remaining Ahird had some college or technical school training. Only tnw one

mother with a master's degree had graduated from college.

A wide range of data was collected on 'the families: The children ,kept

time allocation drariesv various famity.membe.s and the children's teachers,.

were interviewed: the children were observed at sdhool: And their sreading,

moiting and language skills were tested twice at onelyear intervals (Sew

Chall, Snow, Barnes, Chandler, Boodthan: tiemphill, and-Jacobs: 1982, fort a

complete report on data collection). In this chapter, while we will draw on

data from the interviews of the mothers and' teachers andfrom our obserVations

6-4-home and classroom Interaction, we will rely primarily on our observations

of parentchild interaction during a structured, homeworklike task.

We had hoped ta observe parintchild interaction during naturally occtir

ring homework tasks. However, we were frustrated in trying to do this for a

number of reasons: Ma6 of the second graders were assOned little homework,



qt. .

_some .children had4ime to do their hothework at schOol or9uring an after-school

program( in ma4 fmilie's' there wa's no set time to do homework, and parents
.%

s

help.ed with homework only when it was-too hard or too long rather than on' a

regular basis" We found in our pilot home obseievations that,waitinci to see

parent-child interaction over homework or any ofher literacy-related activity

was impractical and' inefficient for Ahe researchers, covidering that we had 31
4

4

families to observe. We therefore decided to use the tail( of filling,oUt time

4-
allocation diaries pf children's activities as a focal point arouhd which to

observe parent-child _ip_teractions during.a school-tm,task ask__

. .

resembLes homework in that the children had to read aud follow a set of

directions, recalT and.organite factual details, wrile them ill a .pre;t-aribed

formatr and return the diary to us-. A further advantage of the diary task was

that, it allowed us to obseAe more spon'taneous betiavfors on the part of the

parents since it waslibt obvious to the family meMbers that observing their

interaction was of interest to us; they _thought we were focusing Only on the

activities of the-child and bn his or her writing.

The diary-Observation visit always included two researchers--one to ex-

plain and one to observe. The researcher who had had previous contact with the

family asked the child and whichever pareht was present lo participate in the

task of filling out the diary. This researchem eNplained hat,we- wanted

diary of 'the child's actiVities for four consecutive weekdays. Each day's

diary consisted of spaces in which to write what the child had done, where he

or she Was, 'and who he or shewas withr_as_well_as a ch_e_alisiZonwhich_ any

activity engaged in during the day had to be checked off (See Figure 1 for

/

diary form). This researcher asked the parent and child.to fill. in the diary

together right then and there for the previus day's activities "so it would 'be

clear how to do it." It was left up to the parent and child who should dd the

actual writing. During this whole time, the second researcher7-who had not

9
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previously met the families, .and,knew nothing_about- them--served as observer.

Having had training in ethnographic methods, she wrqte a running naisratiiie of

e
the entires intel,saction ivy' the task, '

When the Observer h d complstesd naratives for all the families-, she

ctr

deQelohed categories for organi:ting the Abtes in order to acilitate compari' in
.

between families and to ae other data anialyses. These cateoori'ts. were 1)

activities in progress when we arrived, 2) the seitting, 31 the role of paetiCi7

pants." 4) partiéipants'smanner towar'd the task and toward each otKer, 3) other

simulJaneous activities, 6) questions, 7). offtasU remarks, 8) problems with
_

'the task and their resolution, 9) other interactiOn'over the task, TO).parti-ci

pants' remarks- about the task, 11) paeticipants' rimarks about other partici
.

pants, and 12) language other -than English.

Because of scheduling problems and attrition, 'opservation of the diary

Interaction could be'cirried but in only 26 families. 4 Thuif:though we oresent

data- from interviews with the parents and Itea;hers of all the children' the
;

number on whom direct observational data are availables is somewhlt.smaller.

ailid; Add Rola di Pmlirip=m+s

Virtually every family was reeeptive and friendlq to us upon our arrival'

p.
and during t e diary task. A variety Of activities was Observed when we

arriVed, .e.g., eating dinner, watching teleyi.sion, playing with an Atari,

mother .returning from jogging. Television was a constant presence in many of

the families. In five farn'ilies ht was left on during our visits but appeared

to be a continuing distraction to the child in on ly one (even whin the mother

turned awn the sound but left on the picture). Another c'hild, a svond

cz.. grader, jumped up in the middle of filling out the diary to turn on the TV in

another room. In all the other families either the TV was not on.or else th-e

mother turned off the set when we arrived, in preparation for the task at hand.

10 2
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siblings of 11 o4 the children were present during the tasx but they were

not necessarily a_distraction. 'It is interesting to note that no siblings were

asked to leave, although four of,the children's friends were told to come back

later when the task was completed. Younger siblings invariably wantedto get

involved in the task- and we usually offered them a piece of paper to write or

dr aw on. In some-instancesj though1-4h-e- s-iti-i-ng played- more of. a-role

I

task. For exaMple, a younger sister of one Of the children reffiinded her that

they had made up songs during the day. In another family, the younger daughter

helped her sister remember events while their mother tOok care of the baby. At

one point, the two girls argued briefly about what time sometiling had occurred

dumihg the day and appealed to their mother for a solution.

In 23 families, the mother was Present with the thild during the task; in

two families, fathers helped the child; in one familY both mother and father

were present. From our interviews with parents, we know that for Ahe two

families in whiCh the fatheri helped during the diary task, the father helped

with homework regularly as well. In another family, the mother gave responsi-

bility to the interviewer to help the child with the diary; she di.d not usually

help the child with homeworiCeither. The only fourth grader whose mother wrote

the diary for him myst have done some of his homework for him too since she

commented in the interview, "I like his workbooks; I think they're fun to do."

We felt that what we saw, in terms of who helped the child; how much and in

what tone help was given, was representative of homework help in general in

these families. The two families in which parent-child interaction during the

task was negative and nonproductive, in our view, were mirked by similarly

negat'ive interactions duririg our other visits to the househord.

Also, what parents said in intervipws about helping th,eir children was

consonant with what we saw them doing interaction over this task. Aliie

he'lpful mother said, "I work with the kids during the summer so ttley4 don't

12



forge stuff" and another commented, "I oo over new things with her once before

she does her homework." One mother told us, qhe aiks for help with words

sometimes. Just last week they found a decomposed body in the project, and she

asK e me w at----OttmipdsfefteantVf Anotlwrexpldinedhow 1-ie helped her child

with homework:

When she reads ancient history; she doesn't know the words and it puts
her head into a whirlwind. So I make her read each sentence aloud to
help keep track of things. Then I ask her to'say what it meant in her
own words.



Nafftrp af. ±ha In+0.nr.irtinn

There were many parallels between the dyadic interactions over homework-

like tasks we observed at home and those which we saw in classrooms. Like

dyadic interactions between a teacher (usually female) and an elementary school

student in the context of a normal classroom with other students present, the

interaction we observed in the homes was primarily between one parent (usually

the mother) and on4 child, but with other family members present,and involving

thethielves in various wgys. This kind of adult-child dyadic interaction is

only one kind of interaction which influences ,children's development of liter-

acy and probably not the most freqUent type either in the classrooms or the

homes in our study. The norm in many classrooms is a teacher with a small or

large group of students or children working independently. Th4 norm in our

families--all but two of which had more than one childwas for older children,

as well as parents, to help younger children with homework, as we discovered

from our interview data. Still, a parent helping a child, , like a teacher

Working with one student, was common in our sample (according to interviews

with parents) and can be, as our observational data demonstrate, an important

source of literacy learning.

The interactions we saw between parents and children, like the exchanges

we saw between teachers and students, were varied in tone and in level of skill

exhibited. We saw a few instances of parent-child and teacher-student interac-

tion during which the emotional tone was negative and little school-related

learning seemed to be going on, but most of the parents and the teachers helped

the children pleasantly and skillfully.

Like teachers, parents had differing expectations from one another of

children who were the same age. One parent of a second grade boy who was

12



getting restless during the diary tatk asked us, 'How long can you keep kids

Interested in this?" Another parent of: a.restless second grade boy said to him

confidently, "I told you it wai gonna take an hour and I know you can do it."

Oke sixth gr_adee-s-mothen_leanedacross the table during the entire task-giving

her orders About what to write and where. The child wrote as 'quickly as
_

possible, with the mother admonishing her to 'write nice". 1n-contrast, an-

other siyth grader wrote the diary alone while her mother an-swered the phone,

talked to her. son, helped her husband, and chatted with the interviewer.

Two parents didn't try to help their children fill put the diary, because

they felt that they themselves could not read or write English well enough.

But four of the six parents who did not help clearly felt they did not need to;

their fourth and sixth graders could do the task by themselves. In contrast to

parents who gave no help at all, four parents actually wrote the diary for

their children. Most of these parents presumably did so to spare their Second

9raders the frustration of having to write so much.

The remaining 16 parents tried to help' their children with the task in

three primary ways: 1) structuring the physical environment 6ncluding prepar-

ing the child physically) and the task itself; 2) mOtivating the child to do

the task; and 3) helping the child with form and content. The ways in which

the parents helped the children are an indication of their implicit theories of

education. Many helped their children in all threenjays, others in only one or

two.

The first way parents assisted was by structuring the environment amd

getting the child ready for the.task. In order to do this,. parents sometimes

turned on lights, turned off radios and televisions, turned away visitors and

phone callers, ,..found seats and writing surfaces, and got pens or pencils. One

mother told her older daughter to do the dishes and two cousins to go and play

13 16



so that the focal child could concentrate oR the task. Some also made sure

that they themselves had their glasses on and that the child was warmly

clothed, fed, and had Clean hands. One mother asked the interviewer if her

---dlUgner cou wr in oenci since i wou cleaner" in case she made

mistake; severat_othkts_heiRed_erase mistakes. Mihy parents pointed out where

the child should'write and made sure all the boxes were filled in. The mother

of a ,girl who was having extra difficulty rememberiRg what she had done on

°Friday asked if Thbrsday would be easier-. In some cases, parents, mostly of

older children, left it up 'to the child'to "get ready" for the task.

A second theoPY of education embraced by parents (as Well' as:teachers) was

that children need to be motivated in order to complete the task. Parents

tried- in various ways to motivate their children. Some parents patted the

ch'ild or rubbed his back duiling the task% Sevena1 parents expressed confidence

that the child could do tiie task or expressed approval of the way that various

parts had been done. When the child hesitated, a typical mother said, "That's

right." Parents' reissurance and emotional support of-their children often

seemed impontant to.taskorientation and completion. When one second grader

complained, looking at his mother, "I messed up on the '6'," she responded,

ts

."That's okay." Another mother reassured her child, "I'll help ylibedo it, don't

worry, I'll help you." Several parents demonstrated pride in their children

during the task., "He's so precise, this guy,r "Spelling's his best subject,"

and "She does have good handwriting, considering" were remarks made by three

parents. The expressions of approval were not limited to the xhildrep's behav

,

ior during the diary task. One mother showed us a gift her daughter hid made

for her; another smiled proudly when a younger child showed us his brother's

drawing.

Only in a few instances were motivating comments in a negative vein. One



mother threatened to hit her sixth grader if she didn't "write nice; anotheir

actuall/ did slap her second grade daughter when she started to walk out after
_

continuous conflicts over the task. Several parents made deprecating comments

about their children, such Is-'Strf-piays-dummy-r-Ltile_dunce.1_or_a_do

Your attitude,

A third way in which parents. dfr6unstrated their own theories of education

was by helping with both formespecially spelling--and content of the diaries:

Correct spelling evoked much parent help, '-orrection, and coMment. Many'pa-
.

rents just spelled out words, some with explanalions; for example,: "road, r-o-

a-d, not as in animal, r-o-a-d". Others also tried to hei\r their children with

spelling by suggesting strategies or supplying rules, suoh\as °Sound it out" or:

'It rhymes with mouse° or "Double the 'p'" or "Drop the 'e' before adding

or "Supper is like Superman but with,two 'p'S." One parent told her

chitst_to _took up how to spell a word in the dictionary so she would remember

and not *embarrass" herself. TWo mothers had to ask one of the researchers

for help with spelling words like 'supper' and 'dining'. A few parewts accepted

their children's invented spellings, one referred to his child's "creative

spelling and another said, °Okay, do, it your own way."

Clearly, both parents and children believed that spelling was very impor-

tant. One mother said,,"I always thought good spflling came with' the genet. I

won all the Spelling bees. My kids read, butthey can't spell.° Another

berated her child, "Your spelling is getting worse; what's the matter with you?

It's supposed to be getting better." Another said simply, "I don" beTieve

this* when seeing how hir child spelled a word. One mother offered excuses for

her child's spelling by saying, "Summer's here and he forgot everyThin9 Some

children also made cOmmentstabout their spelling. One fourth grader said., *I'm

4...smart in everything but spelling....I wish I could spell.* A sixth grader

commented, "I forgot how to spell even easy words in the summer.*
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Handwriting was also igmportant to some children and parents. An older

Ohild said, "I have to practice my handwriting; it',s so gross.." Several young-

er. children commented on the difficulty they were having forming individual

letiers, one saying he had forgotten how to-make 'g's' and another saying,. I

get my 'b's' and 'd's' mixed up." A mother comment?d to her- fourth-Ara-der,

"You're getting sloppy."

The accuracy of the content of the aarles was of utmost importance to

most parents and children. It was the reason for moit Of...the siuggestions,

corrections, and discussions between parents and children. TO el Lcit atcur,aIe

content, :parents often prompted the children with questions:

Mother: "When did you have supper?"
Child: '5:15."

.

Mother: "Wait a minute. Write on this line, 'Ate
supper or had supper.' When did you start
your homework?'"

Child: "About 6."
Mother: "When did_yzOinish?"
Child: "Around 6:30. Whit do I write?*
Mother: "Finish homework'. What happened at 6:45?"
Child: "Nothing.":-

Mother: "Nothing at all?"
Child: "I was listening to the radio."
Mother: 'Okay, then write 'listening to the 'radio'.

Did you go out to play?'
Child: "Yes."
Mother: "What time?"
Chird: "Around 3:15."
Mother: "You didn't write that down."

Other examples of "tutorial questions in our field notes were:

FatheT: "Did you talk on the telephone yesterday?"
,Child:
Father: "No? How many times did you call.

me to bring your clothes? Nat once,
three times."

and

Mother: "What time did you wake up?"
(child wrote.)
Mother: "Who were you with?"
(Child wrote.)
Mother: "Who was in the room while you got
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dressed? Who else was in the room?"

Sarrle of these questions were to spur the child's memory since the parent

didn't- know the answer, but some were clearly didactic questions. In our

ohservations,--these tutom_ial questiJanswere fp-Om-flyused in both home and

school and thus did not represent a source of discontinuity between home and,
school fbr these children as they did or the Trackton children Heath studied.

In the course of filling out the diarjes with their children, several

parents acceded to their children's versions when there were disagreements over

what had really happened when, or with whom. Some of these instances happened
N.

when the child 'apparintly convinced the parent that he or she was right; for

example

Mother: "You got up at 9."
----.-'Child: "First : got up at 7."

--Mother (smiling): ni'll mind my own business."

In other cases, Ahe parent admitted he or she did not reall-y know what the
---._

.

child had.done, having not-been-there. An example of a typical comment by a

. .,

nióther to her child was, "You know better than---1dot I was at work." For

--
whatever reason, in both situations power was given to the child in-doing_the

task. EVen when the parent actually filled in the diary or the child, the

parent always asked the ,child some questions about his or her activities and

,

wrote what the child answered. The one fourth grader (a belowaverage reader)

whose mother wrote the diary or him corrected her account of his activities,

saying that he had gone to the library before returning home..1

rnntinnitioq tlaildson Jimo amd Sehnnl

flhcaro2t i nn a 1 ----141-fl ,MahY of-the specific behaviors, as well as the

ideas that motivate these behaviors, exhibited by the lowincome parents in

interaction with their children were very similar to the behaviors and ideas of

the children's teachers. Like teachers, the parents were simultaneously

N.
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teaching ways of structuring the environment and preparing oneself to do the

task. They were displaying attitudes toward literacy tasks and toward their

children whlch tould transfer, usually positively, to other, school-related

situations. In several instances, parents instrutted their children in ways

_mhich_improved-thtir tliridicti-5-1riteracy skillg and were furthermore similar to

the teaching,strategies used by good teachers in classrooms, such as modelling

problenffsolv1ri-g-StraTigT4S.

Thertwere many oppoistunities for school-like teaching and learning during

the diarY task. Several children, when reading the checklist, asked their

parents what °chores", "errands", arid "relatives" wtre, and some parents check7

ed to see that their children knew the meanings oi words. In the course of the

task, some parents +also introduced their children'to the use of ditto marks,

abbreviations, arrows, and carais. For example, one mother said, "You were

'outside playing ball....Now put ditto marks because you didn't comt in till b."-

Helping with abbreviations, one mother suggestedi "You can use 'sq.' for

'square'"1 another mother asked her child what 'MDC' stood for when the dau.gh-

ter wrote liwent to MDC swimming pool".,

In addition to vocabulary development, several parents aided their chil-

dren in decontextualization, a skill Scotlon and Scollon (1979: '14).empSasize

as important for "essayist" literacy. For example, one mother said, "If you

put 'Mrs. F', they ain't gonna know who you're talking about." Another sugges-

ted, "Put 'brother' instead of 'Jimmy' because they won't know he's your bro-

tiler

,

Doin4, the diary task stimulated another child to relate his concrete

activity to a 'arger andmore general category: When filling out the check:-

list, he asked hi other, "Is going to the store an errand?...lf I watch a

basketball game, is that sports?" One mother suggested to her second grader

who was laboriously wriing "bRushed teeth, washed face, put on,pants", etc.,

18
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that he write simply "got ready ior breakfast." Another mother said to her

4ourth grade dhild, "It's all ri-ght to write it short like that--.1n house,

The following is one example of several instances of a parent helping her

child reason:

Mother: "What time did.you come back?"

Mother: "How could you have been watching
TV?"

Child: "I watched the Pink Panther."
Mother: "When does that come on?"
Child: "4130."

Mother: "So you probably came back about
4:15."

s'

Parental attempts at organizing the task and using it for teaching were

very similar to teachers' behavior in classrooms. Teachers too organize the

physical environment, see that the child gets ready to do the task, and struc

ture the task i-tself. Teachers try to motivate children to work by reassuring

them, by expressing confidence or pride in them or approval of their work, and

by conveying expectations and attitudes valuing literacy. Some also correce,

reprimand, or even threaten. One teacher in our study said that she didn't

feel she had taught anything if she.hadn't screamed at the children. Many

teachers spend a. lot of time showing children how to do a particular task

neatly and accurately; they emphasize corcect spelling and form', as did the

parents. They, like many of the parents in Our study; often use tutorial

questions to elicit the right answer. At the same time, however, they teach

vocabulary and higher thinking skills,such,as generalization, decontextualiza

tion, and logical reaSoning, useful in literaIe activities. Thus the lower

incipme parents in our study were similar to the teachers in the .ways they

fostered the acquisition and development of literacy in the children. From the

ways parents and teachers worked with children, we could infer their theorie.:

19w
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about education and we found them to be strikingly similar.

1rI4orIO.AW riMA. We learned about implicit theories, attitudes, and oalues

from interviews with both parents and teachers as well as from our observation

al data, and again A* found parents' and tetchers' implicit theories to be.

corivergent. Parentiwere ask-idWhat they felt should be the most important goal

for schools. One third thought it should be basic skills, and one thIrd of

fathers _and_one_quarterof---Mothers felt it shoul-d- be- readIng. liandful

said that discipline or social contacts were most important.

When parents were asked what a godd teacher was, far and away the mbSt

frequent isesponse was "someone who is caring and conscientious, who gives extra

time to her work." 'The second most frequent response was "one who treats

children as individuals, whoJlelps them out with problems." 'One mother pit it

in these words, ,"A good teacher is one,who ta,kes her lime with each kid...Who

doesn't] just throw theoaper on the desk and say 'do IV...Who expla.insi

stuff so the child can do it right." "A patient and understanding person" was
_

also mentioned by several' parents. Other responses included, "someone who

helps the children make the honor roll" and who has a "soft voice", who is "not

grouchy".
-

Regarding their idea of a "good student", the most'frequent responses by

parents haC1 to do with effort and attendance; good conduct and attentiveness

were also mentioned frequently, as were good grades. Learning new things, being

smart and curious-were,not frequent responses ,for mothers.

We found teachers' attitudes to be similar to those of the parents in our

study. In interviews, teachers'were asked to describe individual children in

their classes. Their conceptions of what makes a good student can be deduced

from their responses. Themes of task orientation dominate.the teachers' des

criptions of the children., Teachers, like the mothers in our study, were

overwhelmingly oriented toward behavioral characteristics in their descriptions

20
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of a good student. -When teachers were asked what intlividual focal children

were like in whole7group lessons, virtually none of their responses had to do

on tent '5F Th-eChl drerrn-s---con-tr-rduttorrs- -or -thre eiToi ther-ch i drerrts
fb,

understanding.. rnstead, teachers gave "descriptions like "disr4tive" "dr,:

dreams," "quiet, "distractable", and "attentive".

Teachems! x.esponses_to_AuRstions _about childreh's independent wori;

similarly centered on behavior and task orientation. During independent work,

teachers described the children as "needs pAdding", "conscientious", 'tries",

"slow", "talks to friends", "sometimes does it, sometimes doesn't", and "works

to,get it done". Only two childrenns teachers mentioned their ability rather

than their effort, citing "well organized" and "poor penmansh.ip" in describing

their independent work.

When asked to describe focal children's reading,problems, teachers men-

tioned 'not very involved", 'has trouble getting work done', "lacks self--

confidence, and "careless, rushesTM. Mentixin of these motivational problems /

reflects the teache.s' view that reading is getting assignments done. The most

frequently cited problems with reading were "rushes to finish assignments" .and-
.

"not very involved".

MiAruccinn

For the population of urban,. ethnically mixed, low-income children we

e'

studied, failure of literacy acquisition does not seem to be accounted for by

extreme discontinuity between home and school'. ,The below-average as well as

\
the above-average readers in our sample (see pp. 7-8 above) came from homes

where the theories about learning and teaching school skills and the mature of

interaction over sclik=like tasks was strikingly similar to what they

experienced at school.*

leIt is not surprising'that 'discontinuity" does not characterize the home-
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school relationship for this population. Although low-income ana working

class, the families in our sample were in no Onse isolated from mainstream.

Nor.th- Amer-i-can -cut-turn in-fact-i---th-ey-were-Trery-much-a-rartdf- it. 1anY--64

4
them had very high educational an'd occup ational aspirations for_t_keir_chltdr_en

(see Chall a/ al., 1982), and -few were very-strongly identified with the'ir'

ethnic or religious subgroups.

FurtherMbre, the schools which the children attended were *quite- 'irmly

integrated into their neighborhood structures; they were not strange or distant

institutions. Many of the parents in the Saiple had,attended the same schools

F,

and knew the teachers and administrators personally. -Many of the teachers grew

up in thR same neighborhoods where the children were now Irving and some had

not moved out. The schools, like the neighborhoods.and the teaching staff,

have long teen racially and ethnically heterogeneous.. The-kindlof discontinui-
a

ty that occurs when a child from a homogeneous and culturally distinc.t conuni

ty goes to a school that is not comMunity-based could not have been, expected

for our population.

0

Thus, we are in a9reement with McDermott, Goldman and Varenne (n.d.) and

Varenne ai al. (19Q2) in their rejection of i.he home-school discontinuity

explanation of the school failure of working class children. Our data, like

theirs, indicates that there is much continuity between home and school, par-
1

ticularly around school tasks,

pumforprndur+iuw intwrArtilDc Dimm hmmAwnnkl Our data, however, seems to

:differ from that.of these researchers in one important way. McDermott, Goldman

and Varenne (n.d..) suggest that it is the very continuity between home and

school which accounts at least partly for school failure. Ihey assert that the

counterproductive dynamics in classrooms described by McDermott and Oospodinoff

(1981)-rlow. trust, organizing to learn instead of learning, dysfunctional
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interaclions--are reproduced )Q the home:

\

./// While it is tRe that children ircm0di**4erent homes enter :school
differently preWed for schoal tasks, weasee no reason or such
Aifiarences not being.eaSily overcomeo unless, in 4act,..school
learning scenes are set up in such a way that has chl!Aren working
Igainst themselves. Schools.and homps seem,so well .integrated that
*even--homm-51---uOrelli-wmttng----on school- --tasks-, can, arringe +or ,an
interactional scene so complex th'at children and theirlizwn parents
can work together while getting,nothing done; _toi;'engage each other-im
the name of mutual'help'and learniKg and nonetheless to get nothing
done. [McDermott, Goldman, and Varenneo p.e:13)

6

While we too are "impressed with the similarities'in goals, values and.

evaluation criteria [between school and home]", while we agree that "parents'
-

.

_
know how to play teacher," our diti do not indiNtte that a majority o parents

,

"know a great deal more about, how to,hO1d a child back.," (McDermott, Goldman

and Varenne, n.d.:13) Rather) the interactrons we observtd between parents and.
,

children during our homework-like task 44re, in general, poiitivel cooperative,.

and productive. Not only was the diary filledJn aii:quested, but often

children had the opportunity to learn literady, Aanguage, and reasoning skills

as ,L4e .

. o

rmnrlucinn. Like McDermott and his colPeagues We would emphasize the

degree of continuity'which some children, includipv low-income, working class

children, experience when moving from home to school or when brjnging school

work -home. Discontinuity cannot explain the problems these chi.ldren

acquiring llteracY.

Unlike McDermott and his colleagues, we could got conclude rom our

data that interactions around school-like tasks are counterproductiOd to lit-

eracy acquisition. We found that some parents can provide their children with

skilled leaching and task management, and that most can maintain a faily
_

Positive emotional itmpsphere during a homework-like task. Furthermorp, we

pftel that their styles of interaction during the task' are quite silmilar to
-

their styLes of interaction dring other, non-literacy-related, activities and
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a

that 'bringing school rime" need not disrupt comtunication between parent aild

child. 4

These Conclusions heave us with the question of why lowincome children
. .

experience greater ris* dfailure 'at learning to re,ad. No doubt discontinuity

between home and school and dysfunctional communicatior over.,),earning tasks

provide part of the answer for some of the children, but other sources of

.iiccess and of41Failure must be sought.in low4ncome cbildren'shame- and school

experiences.

0

-
.

i .4. 1

o
P.

: e o, ,e,*
% .e.

I

,

*

,

*For ag analysis of the relationship between parentchild interaction,around
thi's task and parents' educational level; see Chandler; 1982.
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Name Day

Please write down everything you did from the time you gojip until

you went to bed. Put 'woke up' next to the iime you woke up, and

start from there. Try to fill it in before you go.to bed, so you

don't forget all the things you did. Please mail these to us when

you have finished all four days.

MORNING What were you doing? Where
were
you?

Who were you with?
(tother, father,
brother, sister, friend,
adult friend, relative,
by yourself)

6-:-O0

6:30

7;00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11.nn

11:30

12:00

12:30
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30

1:00


